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Measurement of pulse wave velocity in children
and young adults: a comparative study using
three different devices

Eva Kis1, Orsolya Cseprekál1, Andrea Kerti1, Paolo Salvi2,3, Athanase Benetos2, Andras Tisler4, Attila Szabó1,
Tivadar Tulassay1 and György S Reusz1

To estimate the value of pulse wave velocity (PWV) in pediatric cardiovascular disease, prospective studies are needed.

Various instruments based on different measurement principles are proposed for use in children, hence the need to test the

comparability of these devices in this younger population. The objective of this study was to compare PWV measured by

oscillometry (Vicorder (VIC)) with the gold standard of applanation tonometry (PulsePen (PP), Sphygmocor (SC)). PWV was

measured in 98 children and young adults (age: 16.7(6.3–26.6) years (median(range)) with the above three devices at the same

visit under standardized conditions. Mean PWV measured by VIC was significantly lower than that measured by SC and PP.

There was no difference following path length correction of the VIC measurement (using the distance between the jugular notch

and the center of the femoral cuff), (PP: 6.12(1.00), SC: 5.94(0.91), VIC: 6.14(0.75) m s�1). Velocities measured by the three

devices showed highly significant correlations. Bland–Altman analysis revealed excellent concordance between all three devices,

however, there was a small but significant proportional error in the VIC measurements showing a trend toward lower PWV

measured by VIC at higher PWV values. Our study provides data on the three most frequently used instruments in pediatrics.

Following path length correction of the VIC, all three devices provided comparable results. Thus, our work allows extrapolating

data between previously established normal PWV values for children and forthcoming studies using these instruments to assess

children at long-term risk of cardiovascular disease. The small proportional error of VIC needs additional technical development

to improve the accuracy of the measurements.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease is among the leading causes of death in
Western societies.1 Deterioration in endothelial function and arterial
stiffness are early events in the development of cardiovascular damage.
Although there is ample evidence that arteriosclerosis begins in
childhood,2–4 hard end points, such as stroke, ischemic heart disease
and death, are rare or virtually lacking in the pediatric population.
Thus, there is an increasing need to establish validated noninvasive
predictors to forecast early arterial disease and to be able to char-
acterize elevated cardiovascular risk in youngsters.5 Development of
validated methods for noninvasive measurement of early atherosclero-
tic disease has the potential to change the paradigm for evaluation
and treatment of elevated cardiovascular risk in youth by focusing on
target-organ damage.5

In adults, several noninvasive attributes of atherosclerosis have
become established as valid and reliable tools for refining cardiovas-
cular risk in order to target individuals who need early intervention.5

In this context, it has been widely recognized that aortic pulse
wave velocity (aPWV) is a sensitive marker of arterial stiffness and,
consequently, of cardiovascular outcome.6–9

In a previous work, including more than 1000 children and
teenagers, we provided reference values for pulse wave velocity
(PWV), thereby constituting a suitable tool for longitudinal clinical
studies assessing subgroups of children who are at long-term risk of
cardiovascular disease.10

A multitude of various methods and techniques have been used to
assess PWV in adults such as applanation tonometry,11,12 ultra-
sound,13,14 methods using mechanotransducers15 and computerized
oscillometry;16 furthermore, a number of comparative studies with
diverging results have been published concerning the comparability
of the different methods.17–21

Instruments based on the principle of applanation tonometry
(PulsePen (PP) (DiaTecne, Milan, Italy) and Sphygmocor (SC)
(AtCor, Sydney, Australia) have been extensively used. They are easily
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applied in adults and children and have a fair reproducibility.22–26 PP
and SC devices have been validated invasively in adults.12,27

It is claimed that, in children, PWV measurements by applanation
tonometry may be difficult to carry out as they are time consuming
and require some degree of patient cooperation.9 Thus, manufacturers
are promoting new easy-to-use instruments to enter the market as
valid tools for measuring aPWV. The Vicorder (VIC) (Skidmore,
Bristol, UK) is such a device based on the oscillometric tech-
nique to measure aPWV. It is presented as a method with little depen-
dency on operator skills and experience (http://www.smt-medical.
com/public).

Aims
The aim of the study was to test the comparability in children and
young adults of VIC aPWV measurements with the reference standard
of applanation tonometry, according to the guidelines for validation
of noninvasive hemodynamic measurement devices.28,29

In a broader approach, our aim was to standardize the expression
of PWV measured by different devices as suggested by the AHA
guidelines.5

METHODS

Patients
Aortic PWV was measured in 98 children and young adults (39 male and 59

female). Hospital in-patients and healthy young adult volunteers were included

in the study (33 healthy volunteers, 24 renal patients, 21 patients with minor

neurological problems (headache), 12 diabetic patients and 8 patients with

eating disorders). Anthropometric and medical data of the participants are: age:

16.7 (6.3–26.6) years (median, (range)), height: 166.5 (105–188) cm, weight:

57 (15–92) kg, systolic blood pressure: 110 (83–138) mm Hg, diastolic blood

pressure: 67 (50–88) Hg mms and heart rate: 60 (51–106) beats per min.

The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee and

informed consent was obtained from study participants or parents.

Methods
Three devices, PP, SC and VIC, were used for aPWV measurement at the same

visit. To assure patient collaboration, all subjects of the study were made

familiar with the devices and the test procedure before any study measurements

were made. At least one set of measurements was performed before the start

of the formal data collection to minimize a ‘surprise reaction’.

The order of the measurements with the three devices was randomly

chosen after 15 min in resting supine position in a quiet room (standardized

conditions to afford hemodynamic stability). The results of two successful

measurements with a given device were used in the calculations.

Devices based on applanation tonometry
The principle of measurement of the PP and SC devices is similar. The probe of

the device is connected to an electrocardiogram unit while pressure and

electrocardiographic signals are transmitted to a computer. Carotid–femoral

or aortic PWV was measured by sequential recordings of the arterial pressure

wave at the carotid and femoral arteries. Aortic PWV was defined as pulse wave

travel distance divided by the time difference between the rise delay of the distal

and proximal pulse according to the R wave belonging to the electrocardiogram

qRs complex, and calculated by the software using the intersecting tangent

algorithm. The pulse travel distance was defined as the difference between the

distance from the carotid sampling site to the jugular notch and distance from

the jugular notch to the femoral sampling site (Figure 1a).27 The pulse wave

was calibrated by measuring brachial blood pressure immediately before each

recording. The measurement of pulse pressure was discarded and repeated if

blood pressure and heart rate varied by more than 10% in the carotid and

femoral sites. Recordings were also discarded when the variability between

consecutive systolic or diastolic waveforms was 410% or when the amplitude

of the pulse wave signal was o80 mV.10

PWV measured by oscillometry
VIC simultaneously records the pulse wave from the carotid and femoral site by

using the oscillometric method. Recording is achieved by first placing a neck

pad, which is only inflatable over several centimeters, around the patient’s neck.

This pressure pad is applied over the right carotid artery to prevent compres-

sion of the trachea and compression of both carotid arteries at the same time.

Next, a cuff is placed around the patient’s right upper thigh to measure femoral

pulse pressure.18 PWV was measured by inflating the cuffs to 60 mm Hg after

which high-quality waveforms were recorded simultaneously using a volume

displacement method. The foot-to-foot transit time was determined using a

built-in cross-correlation algorithm centered on the peak of the second

derivative of pressure. The signal of at least five heart cycles was used for a

single determination of PWV.

Path length was defined in three ways: first, as the direct distance from the

jugular notch to the top of the femoral cuff, as suggested by the manufacturer

(L-VIC-m) (Vicorder User Manual Version 1.3.);18,30 second, as the difference

between the distance from the jugular notch to the femoral sampling site and

distance from the carotid sampling site to the jugular notch as suggested

by Weber et al. (L-VIC-w);31 third, as the distance from the jugular notch to the

femoral sampling site (L-VIC-corr) (Figure 1b).

To avoid possible interobserver variation, a single investigator (EK) carried

out all PWV measurements. All measurements were performed at least twice to

confirm reproducibility and the mean of the readings was used for further

calculations. Femoral and carotid pulse pressure wave recordings were

evaluated by a single observer (EK). The intraobserver coefficients of variations

of PWV measurements were: PP 5.7%, SC 7.2% and VIC 5.1%.

Statistical analysis
Data analysis was performed using the STATISTICA 8.0 software (StatSoft

Hungary Ltd., Budapest, Hungary). Data are presented as mean (s.d.) unless

indicated otherwise. A ‘P’ value of o0.05 was considered as statistically

significant.

Mean PWV values obtained by the different devices were compared by

analysis of variance. Means were compared in post-hoc analysis by Tukey’s

multiple comparison test.

Linear regression analysis was performed to assess the correlation between

the individual measurements obtained by the different devices. Both R

coefficients and P values are presented. In addition, the differences between

the three devices were analyzed according to the Bland–Altman method. In this

analysis, the difference between each pair of measurement was plotted against

the mean of the pair and the three devices were compared pair by pair.

The averages of two individual successful PWV results per patient were used.

The accuracy of the test device was determined both by the mean difference

from the reference and the standard deviation of the difference (SDD).29

The accuracy was termed excellent, if the mean difference was o0.5 m s�1

VicorderPulsePen

Fem. cuff

Car. cuff

SSN

Fem.

Car.

Vicorder distances:
L-VIC-m = SSN-top of Fem. cuff
L-VIC-w = (SSN-middle of Fem. cuff)-(SSN-Car. cuff)
L-VIC-corr = (SSN-middle of Fem. Cuff)

Car.cuff: carotid cuff
Fem.cuff: femoral cuff

PulsePen distance:
L = (SSN-Fem)-(SSN-Car)

Car. : carotid sampling site
SSN : suprasternal notch
Fem. : femoral sampling site

SSN

Figure 1 Graphical representation of the distances used by PulsePen/
Sphygmocor and Vicorder.
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and SDDo0.8 m s�1; acceptable, if the mean difference o1.0 m s�1 and SDD

o1.5 m s�1; and poor, if the mean difference o1.0 m s�1 or SDD41.5 m s�1.29

RESULTS

Mean PWV values measured by the three instruments are: PP 6. 12
(1.00) m s�1, SC 5.94 (0.91) m s�1, VIC (L-m) 5.38 (0.72), VIC (L-w)
5.56 (0.69) m s�1, VIC (L-corr) 6.14 (0.75) m s�1. PWV by PP and SC
did not differ significantly. PWV determined by VIC was significantly
lower using the distances L-VIC-m and L-VIC-w than the PWV
determined by SC and PP (Po0.05). Following path length correction
(L-VIC-corr), there was no difference in PWV measured by VIC
compared with PP and SC.

PWV measured by the three devices showed highly significant
correlations (Table 1).

A graphical representation of the correlation between SC and PP is
shown in Figure 2a.

A graphical representation of the correlation between the applana-
tion tonometry-based devices and VIC is shown in Figure 2b (PP and
VIC (using path length L-VIC-corr)) and 2.c. (SC and VIC (using
path length L-VIC-corr)).

The mean differences and SDDs according to the Bland–Altman
analysis is shown in Table 2.

The accordance between PP and SC was excellent. (Figure 3a)
Using the path length definition of the manufacturer, the mean

difference between PP and VIC as well as that between SC and VIC
was acceptable. Using the path length L-VIC-w, the mean difference
between PP and VIC was acceptable whereas the mean difference
between SC and VIC was excellent. Following path length correction
(L-VIC-corr), these differences became excellent for both SC and
PP devices (Table 2).

Graphical representations of the Bland–Altman plots between the
applanation tonometry-based devices and VIC are shown in
Figures 3b (PP and VIC (using path length L-VIC-corr)) and 3c
(SC and VIC (using path length L-VIC-corr)).

There was a slight but significant proportional bias on the
Bland–Altman plots (Figures 3b and c), which could be expressed
by the following equations:
For VIC and PP:
PWV (delta)¼�1.78+0.29�PWV (mean); r¼0.33, P¼0.003
For VIC and SC:
PWV (delta)¼�2.45+0.38�PWV (mean); r¼0.36, P¼0.001

where (delta) represents the mean of the differences between the PWV
measured by PP or SC and VIC and (mean) represents the mean of
PWV measured by PP or SC and VIC, respectively.

Table 1 Correlations between PWV measured by PulsePen,

Sphygmocor and Vicorder

Correlation between PWV values (ms�1 (s.d.)) r P

PWVPP–PWVSC 0.76 o0.0001

PWVSC–PWVVIC (L-m) 0.72 o0.0001

PWVSC–PWVVIC (L-w) 0.71 o0.0001

PWVSC–PWVVIC (L-corr) 0.72 o0.0001

PWVPP–PWVVIC (L-m) 0.71 o0.0001

PWVPP–PWVVIC (L-w) 0.68 o0.0001

PWVPP–PWVVIC (L-corr) 0.71 o0.0001

Abbreviations: L-corr, corrected path length for Vicorder (the distance from the jugular notch to
the center of the femoral cuff); L-m, path length of Vicorder suggested by the manufacturer (the
direct distance from the jugular notch to the upper edge of the femoral cuff); L-w, path length
according to Weber et al31 (the difference between the distance from the carotid sampling
site to the jugular notch and distance from the jugular notch to the center of the femoral cuff);
PP, PulsePen; PWV, pulse wave velocity; SC, Sphygmocor; VIC, Vicorder.

Figure 2 (a) Correlation between pulse wave velocity (PWV) measured by the Sphygmocor (SC) and the PulsePen (PP) device. PWVPP¼1.64+0.76�PWVSC;

r¼0.76, P¼0.0001. (b) Correlation between PWV measured by the Vicorder (VIC) (with corrected path length) and the PP device.

PWVPP¼0.67+0.89�PWVVIC(L�corr); r¼0.71, P¼0.0001. (c) Correlation between PWV measured by the VIC (with corrected path length) and the SC device.

PWVSC¼0.16+0.93�PWVVIC(L�corr); r¼0.72, P¼0.0001. A full color version of this figure is available at the Hypertension Research journal online.
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To examine the possible cause of the proportional bias, we
compared the transit times measured by the devices and the path
length between the measuring probes using Bland–Altman analysis.

The mean difference and the SDDs between transit times of PP and
SC was �3.8 (22.4) ms. The mean difference between PP and VIC
was �17 (23.8) ms, and that between SC and VIC was �11.8
(11.7) ms. There was no significant proportional error on the
Bland–Altman analysis.

The path length used for the PP and the SC was identical, thus no
statistical analysis was performed.

The mean difference and the SDDs of the path length between the
applanation tonometric devices and VIC (using path length L-VIC-
corr) was �12.1 (4.4 cm).

There was a significant proportional bias on the Bland–Altman
analysis (Figure 3d) that could be expressed by the following equation
(using path length L-VIC-corr):

Path length(delta)¼1.4–0.25�path length(mean); r¼�0.36,
P¼0.0005
where (delta) represents the mean of the differences between the
distances used for applanation tonometry and VIC (L-VIC-corr);
(mean) represents the mean of these distances.

In order to assess whether the accordance between the devices is
influenced by age, we performed a subgroup analysis of children
younger than 18 years (n¼54, mean age (s.d.): 13.34 (2.84) years) and
compared it with the group of young adults aged 418 years (22.73
(2.46) years).

Table 2 Mean differences and standard deviation of the differences (SDD) of PWV neasured by the PulsePen, Sphygmocor and Vicorder

devices according to the Bland–Altman analysis

Mean difference between

PWV values (ms�1 (SDD)) PulsePen Sphygmocor Vicorder L-m Vicorder L-w Vicorder L-corr

PulsePen — 0.12 (0.77) 0.73 (0.71) 0.53 (0.73) �0.03 (0.72)

Sphygmocor �0.12 (0.77) — 0.59 (0.75) 0.41 (0.73) �0.17 (0.74)

Abbreviations: L-corr, corrected path length for Vicorder (the distance from the jugular notch to the center of the femoral cuff); L-m, path length of Vicorder suggested by the manufacturer (the
direct distance from the jugular notch to the upper edge of the femoral cuff); L-w, path length according to Weber et al.31 (the difference between the distance from the carotid sampling site to the
jugular notch and distance from the jugular notch to the center of the femoral cuff); PWV, pulse wave velocity.
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Figure 3 (a) Bland–Altman plots of pulse wave velocity (PWV) measured by Sphygmocor (SC) and PulsePen (PP). Delta PWV(PP)-PWV(SC): mean:

0.12m s�1, s.d.: 0.77 m s�1. (b) Bland–Altman plots of PWV measured by Vicorder (VIC) (with corrected path length) and PP. Delta PWV(PP)-PWV(VIC(L-

corr)): mean: �0.03 m s�1, s.d.: 0.72 m s�1. The equation describing the proportional error of the plot is PWV (delta)¼�1.78+0.29�PWV (mean); r¼0.33,

P¼0.003. (c) Bland–Altman plots of PWV measured by VIC (with corrected path length) and SC. Delta PWV(SC)-PWV(VIC(L-corr)): mean: �0.17m s�1, s.d.:

0.74m s�1. The equation describing the proportional error of the plot is PWV (delta)¼�2.45+0.38�PWV (mean); r¼0.36, P¼0.001. (d) Bland–Altman plots

of path length used for the applanation tonometric devices and the corrected path length of VIC. Delta path length applanation tonometry–path length VIC

corrected: mean: �12.1 cm, s.d.: 4.4cm. The equation describing the proportional error of the plot is Path length (delta)¼1.4–0.25�Path length (mean);

r¼�0.36, P¼0.0005. A full color version of this figure is available at the Hypertension Research journal online.
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The Bland–Altman analysis revealed an excellent concordance
between the devices in both age groups (for VIC using path length
L-VIC-corr).

Mean differences and SDDs of PWV measured are as follows:
For PP and SC:
�0.03 (0.78) (for the o18 group) vs. 0.29 (0.74) (for the 418
group); p¼NS
For SC–VICcorr:
�0.08 (0.74)) (for the o18 group) vs. �0.27 (0.74) (for the 418
group); p¼NS
For PP–VICcorr:
�0.11 (0.75) (for the o18 group) vs. 0.06 (0.68) (for the 418
group); p¼NS
Further, a similar proportional bias was observed in both age

groups as described previously for the whole age group (r¼0.46;
P¼0.003 for children aged o18 years and r¼0.41; P¼0.007 for young
adults aged 418 years).

DISCUSSION

According to the American Heart Association’s Recommendations for
Noninvasive Assessment of Subclinical Atherosclerosis in Children and
Adolescents, noninvasive methods for assessing cardiovascular risk in
the pediatric population need to be standardized.5 Although studies
based on standardization guidelines28,29 are not yet widely prevalent,
they nevertheless present a valuable basis for further comparative
studies. A number of comparative and validation studies have already
been performed using different settings.19,21

The aim of the present work was to provide comparative values for
PWV in children, teenagers and young adults across a broad spectrum
of PWV using PP, SC and VIC devices adhering to or surpassing the
pediatric portion of the guidelines proposed.29

The applanation tonometry devices PP and SC are invasively
validated.12,27 Both use electrocardiogram-gated sequential tonometric
measurements to asses aortic (carotid–femoral) PWV and are widely
used in clinical and research practice.23–25 Survival studies in adults
indicate that PWV measured by applanation tonometry has a good
clinical predictive value.20

Involving more than 1000 children, our research group has
furthermore confirmed the applicability of the PP device to mass
screening of children of different age groups.10 The method proved to
be fairly reproducible and provided reference values for PWV in
children and teenagers. Thus, it remained of importance to compare
and validate other devices to be potentially used in children.5,29

The newly developed VIC device is based on a different principle
compared with PP and SC. It simultaneously records high-quality
pressure waves by a volume displacement method. While still requir-
ing strict settings regarding measurement conditions (quiet, thermo-
neutral environment, 15 min rest before measurements, and so on),
the measurement itself, however, is claimed to be simple and not
requiring the presence of a highly trained personnel.

Currently, PWV measured by VIC is not validated invasively and
survival studies showing its predictive value are also lacking.

In the present study, pulse wave travel distance was determined in a
similar manner for the instruments using applanation tonometry in
order to avoid bias due to distance measurement.

Surface tape measurements were performed between the carotid
sampling site and the jugular notch and between the jugular
notch and the femoral sampling site. The difference between
these two distances was considered to be the closest to the actual
path length determined by invasive measurement as shown by
Weber et al.31

The definition of the path length for the VIC device was more
difficult. The original instruction manual proposes to measure the
distance between the jugular notch and the upper end of the tight cuff
directly (Vicorder User Manual. Version 1.3.).30 However, the femoral
sampling site of VIC is by definition distal to that of SC and PP due to
a different principle of measurement. In addition, according to
Hickson et al, the actual detection point of VIC is 6.5 cm further
distal to the upper end of the femoral cuff. Accordingly, in the most
recent VIC manual, the femoral sampling site is defined as the center
of the tight cuff (Vicorder User Manual. Version 1.3.2).30

Hence, VIC data were assessed herein using three measurements:
first, the direct distance between the jugular notch and the top of the
tight cuff;30 second, the difference between the distance from
the carotid sampling site to the jugular notch and distance from the
jugular notch to the femoral sampling site defined as the center of the
femoral cuff18—a path length analogous to that used by the PP and
the SC instruments;31 third, the distance between the jugular notch
and the center of the femoral cuff.32 It is to note, that all three
procedures are approximations and absolute differences are unim-
portant in intervention studies with repeated measures. However,
when comparing two populations or pooling data for normal values
or for meta-analyses, differences in the methods used to assess the
path length will be critically important.9

The first major result of the present work is that the data obtained
by the two devices using applanation tonometry are in excellent
accordance with each other. This high concordance between PP and
SC indicates that the established PWV reference values can be used for
studies with both devices.

The VIC device, on the other hand, underestimated PWV in
comparison with applanation tonometry using both the path length
proposed by the manufacturer and that used by Weber et al. That
occurred despite taking into account in the second definition of
distance (L-VIC-w) that the actual detection point of the pulse wave
by the VIC is at the center of the tight cuff.18

The best concordance with the applanation tonometric devices was
achieved with the modified path length, a result in accordance with the
findings of Mathieu et al., comparing surface tape measurements to
data obtained by magnetic resonance imaging.32 Indeed, after correc-
tion of the distance, there was no longer any difference between the
average values measured by the devices, and concordance was excellent
with both SC and PP. The results were similar if patients younger than
18 years and those older than 18 years were assessed separately.

When comparing VIC and SC devices in adults, a proportional error
due to the more distal detection point of VIC has been described by
Hickson et al.18 They hypothesized that the inherent bias may be related
to the fact that the VIC, but not the SC device, includes a longer segment
of femoral artery. If the stiffness of this additional arterial segment is
relatively constant between individuals, it may introduce an inherent bias
at high aPWV. Indeed, the observation that peripheral PWV does not
vary greatly throughout life supports this hypothesis.

Similarly, there was a small but significant proportional error in the
VIC measurements in our patients showing a trend toward lower
PWV measured by VIC at higher PWV values compared with the
applanation tonometric instruments. The analysis of the transit times
of the devices revealed no proportional bias (although per definition
VIC had longer transit times than PP or SC due to the longer path
length). This proportional error was rather due to the fact that the
femoral sampling site of the VIC is distal to that of applanation
tonometry (an average distance of 12.1 (4.4) cm for the path length of
VIC in our study) and that distance is proportionally higher for longer
total distances (that means taller patients). Based on the equations
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presented, the distortion is irrelevant at the average PWV value of
6 m s�1 (�0.03 m s�1 for PP and �0.17 m s�1 for SC).

In contrast, the present data are conflicting with the results of van
Leeuwen-Segarceanu, who compared SC and VIC and found that the
limit of agreement (defined as two times the SDDs between the two
instruments per patient) was �3.50 to 4.66 m s�1.21 These authors
referred to technical difficulties especially with the use of the carotid
cuff as well as lack of experience or previous descriptions of the use of
the VIC, which may have contributed to the results of their study. In
the study herein, we did not meet specific difficulties with the VIC
device such that the standard deviations of the differences between the
devices compared were in a much narrower range (0.71–0.75 m s�1,
see also Table 2).

In conclusion, after applying a path length adjustment for the VIC
device, all instruments tested were in excellent concordance using the
ARTERY Society guidelines.29 Thus, the average PWV measured in
children by SC, PP and VIC all provided comparable results.
The proportional error of VIC compared with PP and SC is due to
the additional femoral path length. The equations presented could also
be used when comparing the VIC data to the normal reference values
of PWV established by applanations tonometry.10

Perspective
As PWV becomes more frequently measured in children and the
number of commercially available devices is on the rise, it is important
that common standards are agreed upon, so that devices are seen as
interchangeable. Our study provides data on the two most frequently
used instruments (PP and SC), and on VIC, a newly introduced device
used in a recently initiated multicenter study.33 Following correction
of path length of VIC, the three devices provided comparable results.
Thus, our work allows extrapolating data between previously estab-
lished normal PWV values for children and forthcoming studies using
these instruments. However, the small proportional error of VIC needs
additional analysis and technical development to improve the accuracy
of the measurements.
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